
THE PERFECT PHYSIQUE DOCUMENTARY
LAUNCHES ON ITUNES
The Perfect Physique is a compelling docudrama receiving
5-star reviews and is being touted as "this generation's
answer to Pumping Iron." 

PHOENIX, AZ, USA, July 27, 2016 /EINPresswire.com/ --
The Perfect Physique is a compelling docudrama receiving
rave 5-star reviews and is being touted as “this generation’s
answer to Pumping Iron.” The Perfect Physique is available
on Blu-Ray and DVD on Amazon.com but just launched on
iTunes with presales available effectively today and goes
live on August 5th. The film stars an all-star cast of the
world’s top fitness cover models who have graced hundreds
of fitness magazine covers all over the world including
Muscle & Fitness, Fitness Rx, Muscle & Performance, Iron
Man Magazine to name a few. This is the only film to star
fitness sensation and actor the late Greg Plitt (Greg passed
away just after filming), top fitness cover model and fitness
expert TJ Hoban, top fitness cover models David Kimmerle,
David Morin  and Colin Wayne, 2x Mr Olympia Men’s
Physique Champion Jeremy Buendia, first-ever Arnold
Classic Men’s Physique Champion Sadik Hadzovic, first
ever IFBB Men’s Physique Pro Matt Christianer, IFBB Men’s
Physique Olympians Jason Poston and Tonnell Rodrigue,

IFBB Pro bodybuilder and master trainer Dennis James along with the top physique trainer in the
world, the Pro-Creator Hany Rambod who also trains none other than the top actor in the world The
Rock (Dwayne Johnson).  

The Perfect Physique goes beyond their near perfect aesthetics to uncover their internal struggles
and sacrifices that motivate their drive, desire and determination to acquire some of the best bodies in
the world. We reveal how these athletes had to overcome such adversities as diabetes, drug
addiction, obesity, bipolar issues, severe car accidents, being bullied and an overbearing father to
become the best in the world. In The Perfect Physique you’ll learn their similarities and differences on
how to lean down and build muscle, posing techniques to hit the stage for their next pro show or be
shoot ready for the next magazine cover or fitness publication. The passion to be your absolute best
transcends into everyday life and is relatable beyond fitness. Get ready to be educated, motivated and
inspired. The heart and soul of these champions will be revealed in the substance packed
docudrama, The Perfect Physique.

Kandice King, an acclaimed award-winning film producer ventured out of her comfort zone of
producing action thrillers into producing and directing the ground-breaking documentary, The Perfect
Physique. She was the youngest female producer ever in Hollywood producing her first feature film at
only 18 working with the likes of Dennis Hopper, Mickey Rourke, Michael Madsen, Eric Roberts and

http://www.einpresswire.com


Ice-T to name a few. After a long hiatus from
filmmaking, Kandice was pulled back in after
becoming fascinated with how quickly you can
transform your body with the right diet and training. “I
felt that the mainstream audience could be educated,
motivated and inspired by learning from the top
physiques in the world. I found their stories extremely
relatable and will touch people on so many levels.
When people see their bodies they judge them on
their exterior beauty but don’t realize the inner
strength it took to overcome their adversities and
achieve such beauty. They had to learn to love
themselves. Nothing came easy to them and the gym
literally saved many of their lives. Many people will be
touched by this film,” stated Kandice.

“The Perfect Physique will surpass Pumping Iron,
which has been a fitness favorite for the last 38 years.
The interest in working out and having a healthier
lifestyle is so relevant today especially as we are all
living longer. You can achieve your best physique at
any age and the time couldn’t be more perfect for a
film like this. I know I’ll be getting a few more people
on the right track and into the gym striving for a
healthier lifestyle once they see this film,” says
Kandice.     

The Perfect Physique was shot as a theatrical film with
the highest definition cameras in 4k. “I wanted it to be
cinematically beautiful, a docudrama as beautiful as
the people in it,” Kandice explains. The Perfect
Physique had its world premiere in Las Vegas with
rave reviews followed by a special engagement
screening in Scottsdale, Arizona where most of the
film was shot. The Fit Expo’s around the country have
had the cast as their special celebrity guests for a
Q&A on the film. “Collectively our cast has millions of
social media followers around the world and we’re
excited to finally bring our film to iTunes so that they
can see it. It will also have Spanish subtitles for the
latin market,” said Kandice.

Film Trailer: https://youtu.be/Ew2uoiqjqXo
** Numerous 5-star reviews available upon request. **

Kandice King Producer/Director/Writer  kandiceking@aol.com
Kandice King Productions
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“The Perfect Physique is this
generation’s answer to
Pumping Iron. The movie is
emotional, raw, revealing,
unexpectedly uplifting and
often quite funny.”

Sam Novak - journalist
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